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Abstract
We explore the potential and practical challenges in the use of artificial intelligence (AI) in cyber risk analytics, for improving organisational resilience and understanding cyber risk. The research is focused on identifying the role of AI in connected devices such as Internet of Things (IoT) devices. Through literature review, we identify wide ranging and creative
methodologies for cyber analytics and explore the risks of deliberately influencing or disrupting behaviours to sociotechnical systems. This resulted in the modelling of the connections and interdependencies between a system’s edge
components to both external and internal services and systems. We focus on proposals for models, infrastructures and
frameworks of IoT systems found in both business reports and technical papers. We analyse this juxtaposition of related
systems and technologies, in academic and industry papers published in the past 10 years. Then, we report the results
of a qualitative empirical study that correlates the academic literature with key technological advances in connected
devices. The work is based on grouping future and present techniques and presenting the results through a new conceptual framework. With the application of social science’s grounded theory, the framework details a new process for a
prototype of AI-enabled dynamic cyber risk analytics at the edge.
Keywords Artificial cognition · Internet of things · Cyber-physical systems · Artificial intelligence · Machine learning ·
Automatic anomaly detection system · Dynamic analytics

1 Introduction
It has been argued that the spectacular advancements in
cyber-physical systems (CPSs) and Internet of things (IoT)
technology represent the foundation for Industry 4.0 [1],
an IoT term originated in 1999 [2], along with the first
view of how an IoT-based environment might look like
in the future [3]. The term CPS encompasses the complex
and multidisciplinary aspects of ‘smart’ systems that are
built and depend on the interaction between physical
and computational components [4]. CPS theory emerged
from control theory and control systems engineering and

focuses on the interconnection of physical components
and use of complex software entities to establish new network and systems capabilities. CPSs thus link physical and
engineered systems and bridge the cyber world with the
physical world.
In contrast, IoT theory emerged from computer science
and Internet technologies and focuses mainly on the interconnectivity, interoperability and integration of physical
components on the Internet. With full IoT market adoption
over the next decade, this integration work is anticipated
to lead to developments such as IoT automation of CPSs [5,
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6], real-time enabled CPS platforms and automated CPSs
that guide skilled workers in production environments [7].
In this context, we investigate how such systems enable
artificial intelligence (AI) advances in real-time processing, sensing and actuation between these new systems
and provide capabilities for system analysis of the cyber
structures involved [8]. We therefore focus here on artificial
intelligence, representing a concept that consolidates the
cyber-physical and social aspects of the risks in which new
technology is deployed [9].
The objective of this study was to build upon existing work on cyber risk standardisation [10], and AI in CPS
[11], but with a greater focus on exploring the potential
and practical challenges in the use of AI, in the service
of improving personal and organisational resilience. The
methodology applied in the study follows recommendations in existing studies on adaptive risk models [12];
feedback in IoT systems [13]; in layered IoT architecture
[14]; and for optimising decision-making [15]. We identified approaches to model the risk within complex interconnected and coupled systems in cyber-physical environments. This involved modelling the connections and
interdependencies between components to both external
and internal services and systems. In modelling the connections and interdependencies, we studied CPSs that
demonstrate the use and application of IoT technology.
The research reported here has two research objectives.
Firstly, we present an up to date overview of existing and
emerging advancements in the field of cyber risk analytics.
This combines the existing literature to derive common
basic terminology and approaches and to incorporate
existing standards into a new feedback mechanism for
risk analytics. Secondly, we capture the best practices and
provoke a debate among practitioners and academics by
offering a new understanding of network cyber risk and
the role of AI in future CPS. This architecture is developed
throughout the paper and can serve as a best practice and
inform initial steps taken for design and prototype of AIenabled dynamic cyber risk analytics.

2 Literature review on artificial intelligence,
CPS and predictive cyber risk analytics
CPSs and IoT produce a vast amount of data, and the analysis of such big data requires advanced analytical tools.
For clearing up the noise and inconsistency of the data,
we almost certainly require AI-enhanced analytical tools
[16]. In terms of data streams, the IoT has been described
as a revolutionary technology enhancement that changes
traditional life into a high tech lifestyle [17]. CPS architectures on the other hand represent a very broad concept
[18]. A system must integrate these diverse concepts
Vol:.(1234567890)

into a cognitive state for big data analytics and statistical
machine learning to predict cyber risks [19]. But the design
of big data systems for edge computing environments is
challenging [20].
One of the most pressing points for CPS is perhaps security [21], both electronic and physical, that relates physical
and cyber systems [22]. Such security requires information
assurance and protection for data in transit from physical
and electronic domains and storage facilities [23]. In addition, asset management and access control are required
for granting or denying requests to information and processing services [24], especially because CPS will interface
with nontechnical users and because influence across
administrative boundaries is possible [25]. Techniques
are needed to address novel vulnerabilities caused by life
cycle issues including diminishing manufacturing sources
and the update of assets [26]. These include approaches
for engineering system dynamics across multiple timescales [27], like loosely time-triggered architectures [28]
and structure dynamics control [29].
Furthermore, CPS requires anti-counterfeit and supply
chain risk management to counteract malicious supply
chain components that have been modified from their
original design to cause disruption or unauthorised function [30]. Along with standardisation of design and process
[31], hyper-connectivity in the digital supply chain [32]
also needs to be supported. It is suggested that limiting
source code access to crucial and skilled personnel can
provide software assurance and application security and
may be necessary for eliminating the introduction of deliberate flaws and vulnerabilities in CPSs [33].
Security measures should include forensics, prognostics
and recovery plans, for the analysis of cyber-attacks and
for co-ordination with other CPSs and entities that identify
external cyber-attack vectors. To address this, an internal
track and trace network process can assist in detecting or
preventing the existence of weaknesses in the logistics
security controls [34]. To support this, a process for antimalicious and anti-tamper system engineering is needed
to prevent the exploitation of CPS vulnerabilities identified
through reverse engineering attacks [35].

2.1 Taxonomy of focus areas for artificial
intelligence for CPS risk analytics
The Smart literature review framework based on latent
Dirichlet allocation [36] was used to perform a taxonomic
analysis. The resulting areas of focus are presented in a
taxonomy with abbreviations (Table 1) that support the
robust integration of artificial intelligence with existing
CPS architecture systems [37]. The taxonomy presents
the areas of focus identified in the literature on cyber risk
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Table 1  Taxonomy of areas of focus (AoF) for cognitive feedback
mechanism in predictive cyber risk analytics
Taxonomy of focus areas for artificial intelligence for CPS risk
analytics—Glossary of acronyms 2
CPS security
CPSS
Areas of focus
AoF
5C architecture
5C
Electronic and physical security
EaPS
Information assurance and data security
ISaDS
Asset management and access control
AMaAC
Life cycle and anti-counterfeit
LCM
Diminishing manufacturing sources, material shortages
SCRM
and supply chain risk management
Software assurance and application security
SAAS
Forensics, prognostics and recovery plans
FRP
Track and trace
TaT
Anti-malicious and anti-tamper
AMAT

analytics [38], where cyber and physical components and
connectors constitute the entire system at runtime [39].
The areas of focus (AoF) in Table 1 emphasise the need
for privacy in the feedback mechanism for cyber-attack
reporting and shared databases in CPS risk analytics. In
the following section, systematic analysis is applied to
each focal area to determine its overlap with the literature on artificial intelligence in CPS predictive cyber risk
analytics.

3 Artificial intelligence for manufacturing
and ‘servitization’
‘Servitization’ is a move from selling physical products
to selling the ongoing services that those products perform or the ongoing services that support a products’
operation. In the context of artificial intelligence in CPS risk
analytics these services include predictive maintenance,
the forecasting of machine failure and the automatic diagnosis of failures. For example, intelligent machine-learning
algorithms take information from industrial IoT sensors
and platforms in order to automatically diagnose failures
and estimate the remaining useful life of machinery.

3.1 Grounded theory for taxonomies design
Here, we are applying the grounded theory (GT) method
to group the requirements for artificial intelligence for
CPS risk analytics for ‘servitization’ in manufacturing. The
grounded theory analysis is built into a conceptual diagram in Fig. 1, representing the cascading hierarchical
process through the areas of focus for CPS security.

Fig. 1  CPS security in the areas of focus in five levels of CPSs

Figure 1 is a tool for visualising the areas of focus derived
from the analysis. The areas of focus in Fig. 1 are latter classified in the five levels of artificial intelligence in CPS (see
Table 3).
3.1.1 Electronic and physical security for artificial
technologies—EaPS
This requires real-time data acquisition and storage solutions
[40] for fleets of machines [41], providing adaptive analysis
and peer-to-peer monitoring.
3.1.2 Information assurance and data security for artificial
technologies—ISaDS
This needs to be supported with autonomous cognitive
decisions, machine-learning algorithms and high-performance computing or data analysis [42], supported with fast
cyber-attack information sharing and reporting via shared
database resources.
3.1.3 Asset management and access control for cyber risk
analytics—AMaAC
In dynamic cyber risk analytics, this requires that machines
evolve into CPS [43].
3.1.4 Life cycle and anti‑counterfeit for artificial
intelligence for cyber risk analytics—SCRM
This needs task-specific human machine interfaces [44], for
self-aware machines and component prognostics and health
management [45].
3.1.5 Diminishing manufacturing sources, material
shortages and supply chain risk management—LCM
This is required for prioritising and optimising decisions with
self-optimising production systems [46], supported with
production-planning computer visualisation, such as SCADA
systems integration with virtual reality [47] for developing
the decision support system.
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3.1.6 Software assurance and application security
for artificial cognition—SAAS
This requires a big data platform [48, 49] for sensors condition-based monitoring. Such platforms can enable complex models, such as cyber city designs [50] using structured communications for mobile CPS [51], cross-domain
end-to-end communication among objects and cloud
computing techniques.

3.1.7 Forensics, prognostics and recovery plans for artificial
cognition—FPR
This needs to be informed by key performance indicators
[52].

3.1.8 Track and trace in cyber risk analytics—TaT
Feedback and control mechanisms are required for enabling supervisory control of actions, to avoid or grant
required access or to design a resilient control system [53].

3.1.9 Anti‑malicious and anti‑tamper—AMAT
This would be facilitated with loosely time-triggered architectures [54] and structure dynamics control.

3.2 Taxonomy of requirements for artificial
intelligence for CPS in manufacturing
and ‘servitization’
The requirements for AI for CPS in manufacturing and
‘servitization’ are presented in a taxonomy with abbreviations (Table 1) that support a robust integration of artificial
intelligence for the cyber risk analytics. The taxonomy presents the requirements for AI identified in the literature on
predictive cyber risk analytics, where AI components and
connectors service the entire system at runtime.
The taxonomy of requirements in Table 2 for artificial
intelligence for CPS in manufacturing and ‘servitization’,
enables a holistic understanding of the requirements for
integrating cognitive CPS in the cyber risk analytics with
dynamic real-time data from manufacturing and ‘servitization’. The grouping of requirements is used in the following
section to analyse the required applications and technologies and to build a cascading architecture for integrating
artificial intelligence for CPS. This topic was identified as
imperative in the engineering literature [53], for assessing
the impact of IoT cyber risks.
Vol:.(1234567890)

Table 2  Taxonomy of requirements for artificial intelligence for CPS
in manufacturing and ‘servitization’
Self-maintaining connection
Software assurance and application security
Big data platform
BDP
Mobile CPS
mCPS
Required:
Condition-based monitoring
CBM
Self-aware conversion
Life cycle and anti-counterfeit
Task specific human machine interfaces
HMI
Self-aware machines and components
MaC
Anti-malicious and anti-tamper
Loosely time-triggered architectures
LTTA
Structure dynamics control
SDC
Required:
Prognostics and health management
PHM
Cyber self-compare
Electronic and physical security
Real-time data acquisition and storage solutions
RTD
Fleet of machines
FoM
Adaptive analysis
AA
Peer-to-peer monitoring
PtPM
Required:
Cyber-physical systems
CPS
Self-predicting cognition
Diminishing manufacturing sources, material shortages and supply chain risk management
Prioritising and optimising decisions
POD
Self-optimising production systems
SOPS
Information assurance and data security
Autonomous cognitive decisions
ACD
Machine-learning algorithms
MLA
High-performance computing for data analysis
HPC
Information sharing and reporting
ISR
Required:
Decision support system
DSS
Self-organising and self-configuring
Track and trace
Supervisory control of actions to avoid or grant access
CoA
Forensics, prognostics and recovery plans
Key performance indicators
KPI
Asset management and access control
Cyber-physical production systems
CPPS
Required:
Resilient control system
RCS

4 Design and prototype of AI‑enabled
dynamic cyber risk analytics at the edge
From applying the grounded theory to design a taxonomy of future requirements, a new design emerges for the
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future role of AI in CPS, which includes (1) self-maintaining
machine connections for acquiring data and selecting sensors; (2) self-awareness algorithms for the conversion of
data into information; (3) connecting machines to create
self-comparing cyber networks that can predict future
machine behaviour; (4) the capacity to generate cognitive
knowledge of the system to self-predict and self-optimise
before transferring knowledge to the user; and (5) a configuration feedback and supervisory control route from
cyberspace to physical space, that allows machines to selfconfigure, self-organise and to be self-adaptive.
The emerging applications and technologies in Table 3
are presented in the form of a cascading framework in
Fig. 2 to hierarchically organise their relationships in artificial intelligence for CPS. Grounded theory is applied to
identify the hierarchy of order as identified in the taxonomy. Figure 2 presents the way machines can connect
to the cognitive CPS and exchange information through
cyber network [55] and provide optimised production and
inventory management [56] and lean production [57].
The categorisation in Table 3 is derived from applying
grounded theory to categorise concepts from the existing literature. The principles of grounded theory demand
that all prominent themes need to be categorised, hence
the emergence of a ‘cyber’ category. However, from our

Table 3  The applications
and technologies related to
artificial intelligence for CPS

Connection
Conversion
Cyber (analytic solutions)
Cognition
Configuration

perspective on cyber security engineering, the cascading
framework contains one error, which is also present in the
literature reviewed. The error is that referring to the middle
layer as ‘cyber’ demonstrates a different understanding to
that we find in cyber security engineering. Current developments in industrial systems refer to cyber elements
that are now extending from sensor/actuator through to
supervisory control and advanced analytic solutions. The
grounded theory principles state that we need to report
what we observe, not what we think it is correct or incorrect and since cyber is a buzz word, it can refer to many
things. The literature should probably be reworded, but
the taxonomy is based on grounded theory and the fundamental principles of grounded theory are applied to
categorise themes from the existing literature. This error
in effect exposes a significant weakness in the current juxtaposition in the literature of many related systems and
technologies.
Nevertheless, regardless of our disagreement with
the naming one category in Fig. 2, the described cascading architecture represents a cognitive architecture. The
cognitive architecture allows for learning algorithms and
technologies to be changed quickly and reused on different platforms [58] which is necessary in usual CPS situations, such as when creating multi-vendor and modular

SAAS
LCM
AMAT
EaPS
SCRM
ISaDS
TaT
FPR
AMaAC

BDP, mCPS
HMI, MaC
LTTA, SDC
RTD, FoM, AA, PtPM
POD, SOPS
ACD, MLA, HPC, ISR
CoA
KPI
CPPS

CBM
PHM

Self-maintain
Self-aware

CPS
DSS

Self-compare
Self-predict
Self-optimise
Self-organise

RCS

Self-configure

Fig. 2  Cascading framework for artificial intelligence for CPS
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production systems. Such reuse can be achieved through
VEO and VEP in CPS, which enable the real-time synchronised coexistence of the virtual and physical dimensions
(see [59]). The emergence of a flaw in the juxtaposition
in the literature in the process of categorising elements
of the CPS cognition confirms that CPS design requires
multi-discipline testing and verification, including system
design and system engineering (see [60]), and requires an
understanding of system sociology [61]. The proposed
cascading architecture operates in a similar method with
social networks, in the sense that individuals can influence
the production line.
The future developments for artificial intelligence
for CPS as presented in Fig. 2, include instruments and
processes to enable energy-aware buildings and cities
(EABaC); physical critical infrastructure with preventive
maintenance (CIPM); and self-correcting cyber-physical
systems (SCCPS) themselves. In addition, the electric
power grid represents one of the largest complex interconnected networks [62]. Under stressed conditions, a single failure can trigger complex cascading effect, creating
wide-spread failure and blackouts. Flexible AC transmission systems would enable protection against such cascading failures and distributed energy resource technologies [63] such as wind power, create additional stress and
vulnerabilities.

4.1 Discussion
The cascading framework in Fig. 2 presents a new way
to design dynamic and automated predictive systems
supported with real-time intelligence. This framework supports an assessment of the potential for adapting AI cognitive engines in data collection and analytics with dynamic
real-time feedback. These engines might provide predictive intelligence on threat event frequency and the potential magnitude of resulting losses. Undoubtedly, to provide this functionality, deep learning algorithms need to
be adopted into cognitive engines to form dynamic confidence intervals and time bound ranges with real-time
data. Once we have these abilities the cascading framework in Fig. 2 becomes a modern tool for risk analytics.
To test whether our proposed framework is more
effective or academically valuable than the traditional
classification method, we used the case study method in
combination with the grounded theory. This study was
funded by Cisco Systems, and we conducted three scoping and verification workshops together, at which we
presented our proposed framework, in comparison with
the existing framework on CPSs [37]. At these workshops,
our proposed framework was judged to be more effective or academically valuable than the traditional classification method, in that it includes concepts that have
Vol:.(1234567890)

emerged since the existing framework on CPSs [37] was
established in 2015. Our proposed framework is, in other
words, an updated version that includes new technological concepts that have emerged since the establishment
of the existing framework in 2015 [37].

5 Conclusion
The integration of AI into cyber physical systems
has resulted in the rapid emergence of research, and a
juxtaposition in the literature reshaping not only cyber
risk analytics, but also data analytics. This paper reports a
new framework explaining how AI can be integrated
with cyber risk analytics. This confirms that CPS design
requires an understanding of system design, system
engineering and system sociology.
The main findings from this paper include:
1. AI integration in communications networks and connected technology must evolve in an ethical manner
that humans can understand, while maintaining maximum trust and privacy of the users;
2. The co-ordination of AI in CPS’s must be reliable to
prevent abuse from insider threats, organised crime,
terror organisations or state-sponsored aggressors;
3. Data risk is encouraging the private sector to take
steps to improve the management of confidential and
proprietary information intellectual property and to
protect personally identifiable information;
4. Analysis of a dynamic and self-adopting AI design for a
cognition engine mechanism for the control, analysis,
distribution and management of probabilistic data.
In addition to these findings, this paper applied the
grounded theory to group the requirements for AI in
CPS risk analytics for ‘servitization’ in manufacturing.
The grounded theory analysis was then built into a conceptual diagram, representing a cascading hierarchy
of processes.
Secondly, this paper analysed the requirements for AI in
CPS ‘servitization’ in manufacturing and presented these in
a taxonomy that supports a robust integration of cyber
risk analytics. The taxonomy details the requirements, as
identified in the literature, for predictive cyber risk analytics, in which AI components and connectors service the
entire system during its operation. The taxonomy enables
a holistic understanding of the requirements for integrating cognitive CPS in the cyber risk analytics with dynamic
real-time data from manufacturing and ‘servitization’.
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